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VIA E-MAIL  
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Chair, ICANN Board Governance 

Committee 

12025 Waterfront Drive, Suite 300 

Los Angeles, CA 90094 

Jeffrey A. LeVee, Esq. 

Jones Day 

555 South Flower Street 

Los Angeles, CA 90071 2300 

 

Re: ICANN’s 2 June 2017 Community Priority Evaluation Process Review Update 

Dear Messrs. Disspain and LeVee:   

We write on behalf of our clients, DotMusic Limited (“DotMusic”) and dotgay LLC 

(“dotgay”), regarding ICANN’s 2 June 2017 Community Priority Evaluation Process 

Review Update (“CPE Process Review Update”).   

Our review of ICANN’s CPE Process Review Update confirms that ICANN is in 

violation of its commitments to operate transparently and fairly under its bylaws.1  As 

you are aware, after the ICANN Board announced in September 2016 that it is 

conducting “an independent review of the process by which ICANN staff interacted with 

the community priority evaluation provider, both generally and specifically with respect 

to the CPE reports issued by the CPE provider,”2 we sent multiple requests to ICANN 

seeking, among others, the disclosure of the identity of the organization conducting the 

independent review, the organization’s remit, the information it had been provided, 

                                                      
1  See e.g., Art. III, Section 3.1, ICANN Bylaws, effective 11 February 2016 (“ICANN and 

its constituent bodies shall operate to the maximum extent feasible in an open and 

transparent manner and consistent with procedures designed to ensure fairness”); Art. I, 

Section 2 (8) (“Make decisions by applying documented policies neutrally and 

objectively, with integrity and fairness”). 

2  Resolution of the ICANN Board, 17 Sept. 2016 (emphasis added). 
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whether the evaluator will seek to consult with the affected parties, etc.3  In fact, at one of 

the sessions during the ICANN GDD Madrid Summit Meeting, Constantine Roussos, the 

Founder of DotMusic, directly asked the ICANN CEO, Staff and Chair of the BGC Chris 

Disspain to disclose the name of the independent investigator retained by ICANN to 

review the CPE Process.  However, no one from ICANN disclosed any information about 

the independent investigator.4  At the same GDD Madrid Summit Meeting, DotMusic 

also made the same inquiry with the ICANN Ombudsman Herb Waye.  The ICANN 

Ombudsman stated that ICANN also did not disclose the name of the independent 

investigator to him, despite DotMusic’s formal complaint with the Ombudsman that, inter 

alia, requested such information to be disclosed in a transparent and timely manner.  

ICANN continued to operate under a veil of secrecy; even Mr. Disspain’s 28 April 2017 

letter and Mr. LeVee’s 15 May 2017 letter, failed to provide any meaningful information 

in response to our requests.   

It was only on 2 June 2017—after DotMusic and dotgay filed their requests for 

documentary information5 and two weeks before the investigator’s final findings are due 

to ICANN—that ICANN issued the CPE Process Review Update.  We now understand 

that ICANN selected FTI Consulting, Inc. (“FTI”) seven months ago in November 2016 

to undertake a review of various aspects of the CPE process and that FTI has already 

completed the “first track” of review relating to “gathering information and materials 

from the ICANN organization, including interview and document collection.”6   

This is troubling for several reasons.  First, ICANN should have disclosed this 

information through its CPE Process Review Update back in November 2016, when it 

first selected FTI.  By keeping FTI’s identity concealed for several months, ICANN has 

failed its commitment to transparency: there was no open selection of FTI through the 
                                                      
3  See e.g., Letter from Arif Ali to Goran Marby regarding DotMusic, dated 30 January 

2017; Letter from Arif Ali to ICANN regarding DotMusic, dated 28 April 2017; and 

Letter from Arif Ali to ICANN regarding DotMusic, dated 21 May 2017. 

4  ICANN Madrid GDD Summit, May 9, 2017. 

5  See Documentary Disclosure Information Policy (DIDP) Request 20170505-1 by Arif Ali 

on Behalf of DotMusic Limited. 

6  2 June 2017 CPE Process Review Update.  
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Requests for Proposals process, and the terms of FTI’s appointment or the instructions 

given by ICANN to FTI have not been disclosed to the CPE applicants.  There is simply 

no reason why ICANN has failed to disclose this material and relevant information to the 

CPE applicants.  Second, FTI has already completed the “first track” of the CPE review 

process in March 2017 without consulting the CPE applicants.  This is surprising given 

ICANN’s prior representations that the FTI will be “digging very deeply” and that “there 

will be a full look at the community priority evaluation.” Specifically, ICANN (i) 

“instructed the firm that is conducting the investigation to look thoroughly at the 

involvement of staff with the outside evaluators and outside evaluators' approach to it, 

and they're digging in very deeply and [] trying to understand the complex process of the 

new gTLD program and the community priority evaluation process,” and that (ii) “when 

the Board Governance Committee and the board's discussions on it occurred, the request 

was that there be a full look at the community priority evaluation, as opposed to just a 

very limited approach of how staff was involved.”7 

Accordingly, to ensure the integrity of FTI’s review, we request that ICANN:   

1. Confirm that FTI will review all of the documents submitted by DotMusic and 

dotgay in the course of their reconsideration requests, including all of the 

documents listed in Annexes A and B; 

2. Identify ICANN employees, officials, executives, board members, agents, etc. 

who were interviewed by FTI for the purposes of completing its “first track” 

review;  

3. Disclose the details of FTI’s selection process, including the Requests for 

Proposals process, and the terms under which FTI currently operates for ICANN; 

and 

4. Confirm that ICANN will disclose FTI’s final report and findings to the CPE 

applicants, including DotMusic and dotgay, immediately after FTI completes its 

review. 

                                                      
7  ICANN 58 Copenhagen Meeting, Public Forum 2 Transcript, March 16, 2017. 

http://schd.ws/hosted_files/icann58copenhagen2017/60/I58CPH_Thu16Mar2017-

Public%20Forum%202-en.pdf, pp. 10 – 14. 
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We remain available to speak with FTI and ICANN.  We look forward to ICANN’s 

response to our requests by 15 June 2017.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

Arif Hyder Ali 

Partner 

 

cc: Krista Papac, ICANN Complaints Officer (krista.papac@icann.org) 

 Herb Waye, ICANN Ombudsman (ombudsman@icann.org) 


































